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By D. B. Swingle, Professor of Botany, Montana State College. McGraw-Hill Publications in the Agricultural and Botanical Sciences. 270 pages, $2.25
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By Melville J. Herskovits, Associate Professor of Anthropology, Northwestern University, and Frances Herskovits. A Whittlesey House Publication. 366 pages, $3.00

A vivid yet scholarly account of the author's ethnological field work among the Bush Negroes of Suriname, Dutch Guiana, where the descendants of Negro slaves who fled from their Dutch masters over one hundred fifty years ago still observe the ancient tribal customs and traditions of their African ancestors.

The Elements of Astronomy. New third edition


A non-mathematical yet thorough guide to astronomy for the elementary student, presenting the facts of astronomy and the principles and methods used in modern astronomical investigations. The later chapters have been in part rewritten and all material has been revised in the light of recent developments.
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